It is our opinion that some of the arguments used by Howe are incomplete and require further modification. In particular, we refer to the proofs of his lemma 1 and theorem 4, and also to his assumption concerning the existence of a continuously turning tangent for a curve which may possess singular points (see his theorem 1). Hence it has been felt worthwhile to present here a new proof of the oscillation theorem for the system (1, 2) . Moreover, by subjecting the differential equations (1) to the further boundary conditions
and
the same arguments can be employed to prove the oscillation theorem for each of the systems (1, 2), (1, 3) , and (1, 4) . Before proceeding further, we first wish to make the following definitions concerning the system (1,2). Analogous definitions also hold for each of the [February systems (1, 3) and (1, 4) . By an eigenvalue of the system (1, 2) we shall mean a pair of numbers, (A*,/J*), such that for A=A* and JU=JU*, (la) (resp. (lb)) has a non-trivial solution satisfying (2a) (resp. (2b)). If 7i(*i, A*, /**) (resp. J2(*2> ^*> P*)) denotes such a solution, then the product, ULiJife ^*» /**)» will be called an eigenfunction of the system (1,2) corresponding to (A*,/z*). Let I 2 denote the Cartesian product of the intervals tfi<*i<&i, a 2 Proof of theorem 1. We shall from now on assume that X is real and for fixed X denote by v { (X) 9 z>0, the eigenvalues of (la) with boundary conditions y 1 (a 1 )= Ji(&i)=0; here the eigenfunction corresponding to v t {X) has exactly / zeros in (a l9 b ± ) and hence i+2 zeros in [aj)^\. Similarly, we denote by Pi(X), z>0, the eigenvalues of (la) with boundary conditions 7i(«i)=ji (6 1 Now let us consider the eigenvalue problem (la, 2a). From [2, pp. 213-218] we know that for fixed X the eigenvalues of (la) with (2a), ft^X), /^0, form a sequence such that Analogous results hold for (lb) with boundary conditions y2(a 2 )=y 2 (b 2 )=z § 9 j 2 (tf 2 )==y 2 (o 2 )==0, and (2b), respectively. We denote the corresponding eigenvalues by {p*(mZo, W(X)}Zo, and {/if(X)}l 0 , respectively.
It now follows that the above eigenvalues, as functions of X 9 determine continuous curves in the (X, //)-plane. For />0 denote by C t (resp. Cf) the curve in the (X, /*)-plane determined by v { (X) (resp. vf(X)) 9 and by S t (resp. Sf) the curve determined by ^{X) (resp. juf(X)). It is clear that the eigenvalues of the system (1, 2) are precisely the points of intersection, if any, of the curves S { with the curves Sf. Moreover, if df (resp. df) is the distance of Q (resp. Cf) to the origin of the (X, /j)-plane, then we may argue as in [5, section 2] to prove that d { (resp. df) tends to infinity with /. This shows that any bounded subset of the (X, //)-plane can intersect only a finite number of the S { (resp. Sf). Hence it follows that the proof of theorem 1 will be completed once we have shown that S t intersects Sf in precisely one point for i=m l9 i=m x -1 if m 1 >0,y=m 2 , andy=m 2 -1 if m 2 >0. [February Moreover, we shall also show that at the point of intersection, the curves S i9 Sf cannot touch (in a sense which will be made precise in the sequel).
Introducing angle into the (A, ^)-plane in the usual way, we shall denote by 0 the angle which a ray emanating from the origin makes with the positive Aaxis. Let G x (resp. G 2 ) be the infimum (resp. supremum) of (-A 1 {x^jB x {x^)) in 0i<;*i^i and let G* (resp. G 2 ) be the infimum (resp. supremum) of (-A%(x 2 )l B 2 (x 2 )) in a 2 <x 2 <b 2 . Put ©!= tan" 1 G l9 @ 2 = tan" 1 G 2 , ©?= tan" 1 Gf, and 0*= tan -1 G*, where the principal branch of the inverse tangent is taken. We note that ~7r/2<0 1^02 <0i <^®*<W2. Now choose s so that 0 < 4e < minft©?-©!), (0?~0 2 ) 5 (©I+TT/2), (-© 2 *+7T/2)}.
From [3, theorem 1] we know that for each />0 there exists a positive number depending upon i and e, and which we denote by A 1 (/, s), such that (A, v^X)) lies in the sector 0 1 -5<@<@ 1 +5 for À^À^i, s). Using arguments similar to those used in the reference just cited, we can also show that there is a positive number A 2 (/, s) such that (A, v { (X)) lies in the sector © 2 +7r-£<0<© 2 +7r+e for A< -A 2 (f, s). Hence if A(z, s)= max{A 1 (z, e), A 2 (j, e)}, then (A, r t (A)) lies in the sector ® 1 -s<®<® 1 +s for A^A(f, s) and in the sector ® 2 +7r-£<0<@ 2 + 77+e for A<^ -A(i, fi). A similar result holds for /t> 0 W-Analogously, for each />0 there is a positive number A*(f, e) such that (A, v?(A)) lies in the sector 0*-£<©<©!*+£ for X>.X*(i 9 e) and in the sector ©£+77-s<©<0*+7r+e for ^<[ -^*0', «)• A similar result holds for p*(A).
Returning to theorem 1, assume now that both m 1 and w 2 are positive. Then from the above remarks we see that there is a positive number A f such that both (A, v mi (X)) and (A, r mr _ 2 (A)) lie in the sector ©i-e<@<0 1 +fi for À>À f and in the sector @ 2 +7r--s<@<0 2 +7r+s for X<>-tf y while both (A, r* 2 (A)) and (A, y* 2 _ 2 (A)) lie in the sector ©*-s<Q<Q*+e for A>A f and in the sector © 2 +7r-e<0<0*+7r+5 for X<-X\ Thus for A>A Before proceeding further let us make the following definition. We shall say that a singular point of the curve F=Q is isolated if there is an open disc in E 2 with this point as centre containing no other singular point of the curve; a singular point which is not isolated will be called a non-isolated singular point.
Assume now that i is a positive even integer and that there are points of S { which are not ordinary points of F=0. Then the singular points of F=0 lying on S { coincide with those lying on S^ and are precisely the points of intersection of S { and iS t -_!. Furthermore, each such singular point is also a point of intersection of the curves Q_ x and y i9 where, for k^>0 9 y k denotes the curve {(A, p k (K)) j -00 < X< 00}. Since both v^^A) and />,(A) are analytic in -00 <A< 00 [3, subsection 2.1], it therefore follows that Q_! and y { either coincide or else have at most a finite number of points of intersection lying in any bounded subset of E 2 . Hence from these results, and by arguing with the function g(X)=((f> 1 (b l9 1 9 *V-i(A))-1) for the case where C f _x and y i coincide, we arrive at the following alternative: either the singular points of F=0 lying on S t (resp. S^) are all isolated or S i9 $i_ l9 C { _ l9 and yi all coincide. It is clear that only the latter case can occur if (^4 1 (x 1 )/ J 5 1 (x 1 )) is constant in tfi<^i<ôi, that is to say, if 0 1 =0 2 . Now let (A 1 , //) (where /Jssfaffl)) be a singular point of ^=0; we note that this point is necessarily a double point since F pL {^9 //)<0 (here F denote the partial derivative of F with
